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Abstract:  We propose to examine the dynamics between hardwood and conifer trees in 
mixedwood stands on warm and cold sites to clarify the influence of environmental 
conditions on density-dependent competitive relations in mixedwood stands in the Sub-
Boreal Spruce zone (SBS) of BC.  The goal is to provide new scientific understanding of 
mixedwood stand dynamics leading to improved management guidelines that would 
optimize understory conifer production in mixedwood stands, while enhancing 
sustainability.  The underlying assumption is that the relationship between hardwood 
density and growth of conifer crop trees differs across key environmental gradients (e.g., 
slope aspect, elevation, continentality).  These differences should be predictable across 
envrionmental conditions due to their strong influence on key physiological (e.g., 
photosynthesis, shoot elongation and root growth) and phenological (e.g., leaf out and 
leaf drop) drivers.  The initial phase of this study will seek to characterize relations 
between hardwood density (i.e., birch) and growth for understory spruce across an 
environmental gradient created by slope aspect.  This information will be transferred to 
end users in an interactive and adaptive manner, which will provide the basis to refine the 
research objectives for the second phase of this long-term program (i.e., the development 
of a comprehensive model that could be used to predict conifer performance in mixed 
stands in the SBS zone).    
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I)  Summary of activities, results, and outputs completed during the year in relation to 
the workplan 
 

All activities, results and deliverables were completed according to the general 
objectives set out in the proposal.  However, there were many delays and complications 
in field activities due to the late funding decision by FII, which was about 2 months later 
than promised initially.  Fieldwork that was targeted to be done in September, October 
and early November was delayed until mid November, December, February and March.   

Field activities and results included field reconnaissance, sample tree 
identification, measurement of slope aspect and steepness for each sample tree, flagging 
and GPS mapping for each sample tree, plot thinning to establish the target range of 
hardwood stem densities, collection of baseline data for each sample tree (i.e., tree height, 
dbh, and basal diameter), installation of manual band dendrometers on each sample tree.  
There are no outputs for this aspect of the project, as tree response data does not begin 
until late April 2003 (as set out in the original proposal submitted in August, 2002).  



Non-field activities, results and outputs were completed according to the original 
targets.  A strategic-planning session on mixedwood management was conducted in 
September 2002 with collaborators, project partners and other industry/government end 
users to discuss mixedwood management problems (operational and regulatory) and to 
clarify project objectives.  This planning session generated a Mixedwood-Management 
Strategic Plan written by project collaborator Dr. Chris Hawkins, which I helped to 
review and edit.   

Additionally, I wrote a problem analysis outlining key ecological factors 
hindering the development of effective regulatory guidelines and operational practices in 
mixedwood management.  This paper identifies key scientific knowledge gaps that 
currently hinder efficient mixedwood management, some of which are being addressed 
by this project.  This problem analysis was submitted for the Forest Research Extension 
Network for editing and publication in an appropriate venue.  In addition, McGregor 
Model Forest has agreed to provide their website for on-line publication of this article.   
 
 
II)  Evaluation of the project outcomes or objectives identified in the workplan along 
with measurable indicators of the success of the project in achieving the desired 
outcomes 
 

The primary objective of this project is to describe different growth responses of 
conifer crop trees growing under variable densities of hardwood cover on cold and warm 
sites.  As tree measurements do not commence until late April 2003, there are no 
outcomes to currently provide.  Preliminary objectives set forth in the proposal (i.e., 
establishment of the study) were accomplished, and we are ready to begin data collection. 

Secondary objectives were to consult with key end users to focus the questions 
needing to be addressed and to present specific information to end users outlining 
problems with current mixedwood management practices and regulations.  The objectives 
were accomplished, and have been detailed in the previous section.  Our preliminary 
discussions with key end users have been extremely valuable in focusing the study 
objectives.  For example, the original proposal targeted understory light availability as the 
primary measure of hardwood density/competition, as this is the most ecologically 
relevant determinant of conifer growth.  However, discussions with end users have made 
it clear that from an operational perspective other indicators of hardwood 
density/competition may be more useful (e.g., stem density, basal area).  Therefore, we 
have extended the key indicators of hardwood density that we intend to monitor. 
 
 
III)  Assessment of the applicability of results from the research project including 
identification of end-users of the research results, how the results can be implemented 
in either practice or planning or what is required before results can be implemented 
 

Field Trial:  Any implementation of field results will require at least one year, as 
no data has yet been collected.  It is the intention of this research team to make 
preliminary results available to key end users during the fall of 2003 following the first 
full season of data collection.   



Other Study Components:  The mixedwood strategic-planning session that we 
conducted has resulted in a better understanding among the different end users as to 
where the “bottlenecks” exist and what questions/issues need to be addressed.  The 
Problem Analysis that I wrote, which outlines ecological “bottlenecks” with current 
mixedwood management practices and regulations, should help to broaden the discussion 
among practitioners and policy makers regarding the best strategies to employ to improve 
mixedwood management practices.   

 
 
IV)  Identification of how the project contributed to a knowledge gap and if the 
outcome of the research project identified the need for further research and if so what 
further research is identified 
 

Again, as data collection has not commenced, the contribution of the project to a 
specific knowledge gap cannot be described.  However, the Problem Analysis that I 
wrote describes a specific and critical knowledge gap preventing more efficient 
mixedwood management regulations and practices.  That is, we do not understand how 
density-dependent competition between hardwood and conifer components in 
mixedwood stands varies among environmental conditions.  It is this specific knowledge 
gap that this study targets, and we will have preliminary results and conclusions to 
present to end users in the Fall of 2003. 
 
 
V)  Explanation of key operational variances and their impact on the project 
 

In spite of the late funding decision by FII, there are no significant operational 
variances to report. 
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